Medical diagnosis has been greatly improved thanks to the development of new techniques capable of performing very sensitive detection and quantifying certain parameters. These parameters can be correlated with the presence of specific molecules and their quantity. Unfortunately, these techniques are demanding, expensive, and often complicated. On the other side, progress in other fields of science and technology has contributed to the rapid growth of nanotechnology. Although being an emerging discipline, nanotechnology has raised huge interest and expectations. Most of the enthusiasm comes from new possibilities and properties of nanomaterials. Biosensors (simple, robust, sensitive, cost-effective) combined with nanomaterials, also called nanobiosensors, are serving as bridge between advanced detection/diagnostics and daily/ routine tests. Here we review some of the latest applications of nanobiosensors in diagnostics field.
Introduction
In recent decades, medical diagnosis has been greatly improved, thanks to the development of new techniques capable of performing detection and quantification of specific molecules and components, the presence or absence of which give information about the physiological state of a living being. Previous to the discovery of such techniques, diagnostics were based on just observable parameters. However, solid data of presence/absence of substances or other parameters to support the diagnosis represent the possibility to perform more accurate forecasts and more robust studies of the situation of the patient. This possibility of gathering precise and solid information of the patient by measuring specific molecular components needs to be complemented by a deep knowledge of the principles related to the physiological state and the mechanism involved in the disorder or diseases. In other words, it is necessary to know which components should be measured and be able to make an interpretation of the results obtained regarding the situation of the patient. Biomarkers can be defined as parameters that can be objectively measured or evaluated in order to get either information of a physiologic/ pathologic situation or a response to a therapeutic intervention. 1 Although biomarkers can be physically measured (e.g., body temperature or thickness of a nerve fiber), most common biomarkers, the so-called molecular biomarkers, are measured biochemically. 2 Usually molecular biomarkers are molecules biologically relevant for the intra-or intercellular function, and their expression or presence is altered by a nonregular situation or activity of a living entity. In medicine, the interest of biomarkers lays on the possibility to relate an altered parameter to a certain pathologic condition, for instance, overexpression of maternal superoxide dismutase to screen the potential risk of Down syndrome, 3 prostate-specific antigen (PSA) as biomarker for prostate cancer, 4 C-reactive protein as inflammation and cardiovascular risk biomarker, 5 and so on. Nowadays, thanks to the sophisticated equipment available in laboratories, it is possible to make very sensitive detection of a wide range of molecules. 1 Techniques, such as 2-D gel electrophoresis, 6 mass spectroscopy, [7] [8] [9] and isotope-coded affinity tags, 10 allow researchers to make detection of very small amounts of biomolecules under study. Furthermore, the cited techniques are not only able to perform detection but also capable of giving valuable information about other characteristics of the biomolecules under study, for instance, their modification states, conformation, or interactions with other molecules. The abovementioned techniques are very sensitive, as they require the analyte in the proper context to carry out the detection; therefore, there is a need to treat the samples prior to the detection; these treatments involve mainly purification and concentration processes usually done by chromatography. These extra steps represent a huge drawback for the application of the techniques in real situations out of the lab and enormously limit the possibilities of processing high number of samples and its feasibility in terms of time and costs. Moreover, the experimental procedure has to be carried out by trained personnel with broad expertise in the field. The cited techniques represent important and remarkable tools for basic research studies. However, owing to the drawbacks cited, they do not represent an attractive possibility for routine diagnosis or research that requires wide screening of several samples. Hence, it is interesting to develop not only new devices for detecting certain molecules or components in patients but also new sensing techniques to allow researchers to carry out studies to improve or generate knowledge around the disease or miss function.
The already known and described biomarkers, together with new discoveries in the field of nature sciences, have raised the demand of analytical devices for detecting and measuring a wide range of analytes. Analytes with interest in different areas such as food quality control, bio-security, contaminants/ pollutants and diagnosis. The functioning of these types of new devices depends on the reliable monitoring of parameters of interest for the proper control of the state of goods and environmental conditions (food and drinks, drugs, air and gases etc.), the physiological conditions of living entities (bacteria, cells, organs, plants, animals etc.), or drug control tests. Such close control would make early detection more feasible, preventing unwanted or hazardous situations. In particular, in the field of clinics, early detection of biomarkers even prior to manifestation of any symptom of the disease is essential for the successful medical treatment and patient survival rates. 11, 12 It is worth mentioning the huge interest behind the discovery of reliable biomarkers for early detection of cancer to allow the possibility of quick screening of the population sector at risk. 13 In this context, the development of point-of-care (POC) testing devices has been growing in last years.
14 These devices are defined as 'testing at or near the site of the patient care'. 15 The main point of this type of sensing is to achieve the in situ and immediate patient parameter testing in order to facilitate the evidence-based diagnosis. The final goal when developing a POC test is to match the ASSURED criteria: affordable, sensitive, specific, user friendly, robust, equipment free, and deliverable to those in need. Their characteristics aim to promote these tests to the general public. This criteria was set by the World Health Organization (WHO) which gives strong priority to the tests that fulfill the mentioned characteristics. 16 Biosensors represent a group of analytical devices that can be adapted to match the characteristics requested for POC testing and ASSURED criteria. Biosensors are defined as analytical devices in which the recognition system is based on biochemical or biological mechanisms. 17 Thanks to the high specificity of the biological recognition systems, biosensors are provided with a high selectivity tool for detecting the analytes. In general terms, biosensors consist of two integrated components 18 as shown in Figure 1: i. The receptor, usually a biological element such as enzymes, antibodies, DNA, microorganisms, tissues, or even synthetic molecules. ii. The transducer, part of the sensor that transforms the recognition event into a measurable signal which can be used for the quantification of the analyte.
When the recognition event takes places in the biosensor, a significant change occurs in the properties of the system so the transducer can read it and transform the perturbation into an electrical signal. In some cases, signal labels are necessary in the system to achieve this readable signal. This type of sensors is referred as label-based biosensors. Usually labels are organic molecules, nanoparticles (NPs), or proteins (proteins or enzymes) which can generate a fluorescent or electrochemical signal. The other alternative is the socalled label-free biosensors, in which the interaction between the target and the recognition element generates a change, physical or chemical, that can be directly read by the transducer and hence used by itself to monitor the interactions in the biosensor. As a general rule, label-free biosensors are the preferred possibility owing to the disadvantages associated with label-based sensors: the costs of both the labels themselves and labeling the recognition elements, the additional steps in the detection procedure, the alteration of the binding properties of the recognition element due to the attachment of the label, and the nonspecific signal issues associated with the labeling. 19, 20 Unfortunately, the main limitation of label-free assays is the lack of significant changes in recognizing the event of the target. In order to move forward in the field of label-free sensing, it is necessary to find new strategies in which the binding of the target can develop a significant change such as nanochannels blocking 21, 22 and so on. Another possibility is to improve the already existing transducers to be capable of reading even smaller changes related to the target recognition, for example, modifying the electrodes with nanomaterials or using the same nanomaterials as electrodes. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Examples of most used assay formats in biosensing are shown in Figure 2 . In the scheme antibodies are used to exemplify capturing agents. Despite being the most popular, several other components can be used as capturing agents, for instance, DNA short sequences, RNA, locked DNA, peptide nucleic acids, cell membrane receptors, organic molecules, and so on. As shown in Figure 2 , antibodies are labeled with an enzyme or NPs responsible for generating the signal. Signal is generated by the enzyme in the presence of a substrate. Since the amount of labeled antibodies is correlated to the amount of antigen (analyte), the signal of the labels is used to quantify the antigen. 28 Different types of assays are displayed in Figure 2a : Figure 2 . Examples of types of assay in biosensors using antibodies as selective biomolecules. Antibodies are labeled with an enzyme or nanoparticles, which in the presence of such labels generate a signal. Therefore, the amount of labeled antibodies is correlated to the amount of antigen/analyte. (a) Displays a direct, indirect, capture (''sandwich''), and competitive assay. Labeled antibody and labeled antigen are used to perform detection and the read out. (b) Example scheme of magneto-immunoassay on magnetic particles. In the presence of the analyte in solution, they form magneto-immunosandwiches displayed on the right. (c) Examples of label-free biosensing assay. First, label-free assay, displaying the principle of detection. Below, examples of label-free biosensing using an indicator, typical detection principle used in electrochemical label-free biosensors. Part figure b is Adapted from the open-access reference. 27 Direct assay: Antigen is directly absorbed on the surface where the biosensing is performed, a detection antibody against the antigen is used. Indirect assay: Antigen absorbed on the biosensing platform substrate and a primary antibody is used as intermediate between the analyte and labeled antibody. Capture assay ''sandwich'': A capturing antibody is preimmobilized on the substrate surface, a sandwich with the analyte is formed between the capturing antibody and the detecting antibody. A labeled antibody against the detection antibody is used to detect the analyte. Competitive assay: Artificial analyte or analogues to the analyte is externally labeled, analyte from the sample competes with these labeled pseudoanalytes to capture the antibody. Native analyte in the sample displaces the labeled analyte from the capturing antibodies, washing away the labeled antigen; in the example displayed, the amount of analyte in the sample is related to the decrease in signal of the assay. Figure 2b , shows an example scheme of magnetoimmunoassay on magnetic particles. The capturing antibody is immobilized on the magnetic beads, while the detection antibodies are labeled with nanoparticles. In the presence of the analyte in solution, they form magnetoimmunosandwiches as the scheme. In Figure 2c examples of label-free biosensing assay are presented. First, labelfree assay, displaying the principle of detection, consists of capturing the analyte. Below are provided examples of label-free biosensing using an indicator, and the presence of the analyte prevents the indicator from reaching the transducer, the typical detection principle used in electrochemical label-free biosensors.
Owing to the biosensor's versatility and applicability in concrete situations of detection, this field has experienced a sensational growth. 29 This fact shows the necessity to incorporate new discoveries from different fields in improving performance of biosensors, therefore allowing researchers to adapt biosensors based on the characteristics they are required for in each scenario.
Advances in different disciplines of science and technology have provided the necessary techniques and equipment, enabling to study matter at smaller levels and allowing researchers to work at nanoscale. Thanks to this, today the whole field of nanotechnology, as we know, has been established. Although being an emerging discipline, nanotechnology has raised huge interest and expectations among researchers due to the possibilities of application in other fields of science and technology. Most of this enthusiasm comes from the fact that matter behaves in a different way at the nanoscale than at the macroscale, hence new possibilities and properties may emerge from macroscale materials when structured at the nanoscale. Generally, nanomaterials are those whose size ranges from 1 to 100 nm. Their main advantages are related to their large surface to volume ratio, their physicochemical properties regarding composition, their shape, and the unusual binding characteristics. Nanomaterials can be classified into several groups: NPs, quantum dots (QDs), graphene, graphene oxide (GO), carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and nanochannels. Several reviews in the literature confirm the broad possibilities and applications of nanomaterials improving the existing technologies. For instance, generating motility, 30 catalysis, 31 new biomaterials, 32 and phototherapy against cancer, 33 especially in the field of sensing; new labels in electrochemical 34 and optical 35 sensors, signal amplification in biosensors, 36 detection directly with undiluted real samples, 37 enhancing pesticide detection and degradation, 24 heavy metal detection, 38 and so on. In the field of biosensors, huge improvements have been achieved, the overall aim being to obtain smaller, more portable, more sensitive, and more robust analytical devices, thanks to nanomaterials. Combination of nanomaterials with biosensors used for either building or modifying them gives rise to the so-called ''nanobiosensors,'' a term introduced by Malik and coworkers. 39 It is interesting to point out that the term does not refer to sensors specialized to detect nanoscale events but to those in which nanomaterials are used for building or modifying the sensor.
The main focus of this review is to provide a brief introduction to each nanomaterial and its corresponding stateof-the-art of how they are applied in the field of biosensors. Special importance is given to those sensing systems with potential application in clinical diagnostics in a relative short-to mid-term, thanks to being capable of detecting relevant molecules for diagnostics (biomarkers, pathogens etc.) in real/complex samples.
Nanoparticles
NPs are considered clusters of atoms or molecules ranging in size from 1 to 100 nm. Beside single materials, 40 alloys 41 or core shell NPs 42 are also reported. Compositions of the NPs may range from metals (gold, 43 copper, 44 silver, 45 iron, 46 titanium dioxide 47 etc.) to carbon 48 or even polymers. 49 Generally, NPs can present characteristic properties such as optical, electronic, magnetic, chemical, mechanical, and catalytic. Furthermore, a very interesting issue is the fact that these properties can be easily tuned by changing parameters of the NPs such as size, shape, and composition. 50 In addition, more functionalities and properties can be introduced into NPs by tailoring different molecules (chemical or biological) on their surface. Together with the high surface to area ratio, NPs can be found in several situations, carrying out different roles: optical/electrochemical labels, catalyzers, immobilization platforms, phototherapy, and so on.
The most obvious and exploited characteristic of NPs is their optical properties, mainly those related to their color, which is different from the typical color that the material shows in bulk, thanks to plasmons. Plasmons can be defined as an oscillation of the free electron cloud with respect to the fixed position of the atoms in the lattice that conforms the material 51, 52 ; when light is incident on NPs, electrons in the conduction band will show collective oscillation due to its interaction with the specific resonant wavelength. These oscillations are also called ''localized surface plasmons.'' Depending on the size, shape, ligands on the surface, and composition of the nanoparticle, the scattering would be at certain wavelengths. Thanks to this phenomenon, NPs can scatter light at a specific wavelength range, which gives the NPs their characteristic color. 53, 54 These properties have been exploited by applying NPs as optical reporters in two main ways (see Table 1 ). First, with the direct use of the NPs as labels, NPs are modified with a specific capturing agent against the analyte; and due to the interaction with the analyte, NPs are accumulated, and the presence of analyte is correlated with the accumulation of NPs, which are usually read by the color intensity specific of the nanoparticle. This principle of detection has been remarkably exploited in paper-based nanobiosensors using gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), 69 especially in the case of lateral flow immunoassays (LFIAs). 70 Second, the alteration in the plasmon oscillation due to the interaction with the analyte and the consequent change in the color of the nanoparticles. 53, 54 Besides the color signal achieved due to the plasmon absorption phenomena, a fluorescent signal can be obtained from NPs. When the size of the nanoparticle is reduced, the continuous density of states allows plasmons disappear, and hence there is a confinement of their free electrons leading to quantum transitions responsible for fluorescence. 71, 72 Size of the clusters plays a key role in the transition from plasmons to fluorescence emission, for instance, 2 nm is the critical diameter below which fluorescence emission of gold and silver nanoclusters will take place. 71 Still, the main challenge in this particular field is the proper synthesis of the small nanoclusters with intense fluorescence signals. Although fluorescent, NPs will be discussed in the section on quantum dots/colloidal semiconductors nanocrystals. Fluorescent AuNPs represent a particular case in the literature, usually referred to as gold nanoclusters or gold nanodots, they are neither generally included in QD classifications nor referred to as QDs. As a consequence, gold nanoclusters are included within the section of nanoparticles.
Electroactive properties of nanoparticles toward certain reactions have been widely exploited in biosensing. In electrochemical sensors, NPs can be detected by direct or indirect electrochemical detection. In the former, NPs are detected by their own redox properties; therefore, they can be detected without any preliminary step, meaning that the metal forming the NPs is electrically detected in a direct mode. As a strong point, direct detection offers rapid responses with reasonable limits of detection (LOD), short analysis time, and the possibility to perform a compact/ integrated assay. 73 On the other hand, indirect electrochemical detection exploits the electrocatalytic properties of the AuNPs. As electrocatalyst, nanoparticles take part in the catalysis and contribute to the electron transfer between the electrode and the reagents involved. However, an alternative procedure to perform indirect electrochemical detection is the preliminary oxidative dissolution of the AuNPs in acidic medium followed by the detection of the metal ions released from the particle. Electrochemical signal from NPs can be easily monitored by electrochemical means such as chronoamperometry, differential pulse voltammetry, square wave voltammetry, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, and so on. Thanks to the amplification nature of these procedures, low LOD, in order of pM have been achieved 73 ( Table 2) . Magnetic properties of NPs have been also exploited for performing detection in the field of biosensing (Table 3) . Magnetic properties make possible to perform distance manipulation, thanks to applying external magnetic fields, giving several possibilities related to the localization or retention of the NPs in specific sites. Examples of these properties are the widely used protocols for purification and preconcentration of magnetic NPs. [97] [98] [99] Here the biomolecule assemblies are built onto the surface of the magnetic particles, forming the so-called magnetoimmunosandwiches when the detection is antibody based. In these situations, despite using magnetic particles, the magnetic properties are used merely for sample pretreatment, but they do not take part in the measurement. Nevertheless, magnetic properties of the nanoparticles can be exploited to obtain a signal or analytical value which can be used in detection. 100 These approaches are based on two main strategies. The first and more direct is the reading of magnetic signal from the nanoparticles acting as a label; special sensors for magnetic reading are in need for this type of measurement, 101 and fortunately they neither represent a technical limitation nor represent a demanding equipment, allowing researchers to develop biosensors based on this principle of detection. 102 And the second is based on the modification of relaxation times in presence of the analyte, 103 in most assays the analyte induces aggregation of magnetic NPs, which responsible for the relaxation time modification. Typical equipment employed in the detection of magnetic nanoparticles are giant magnetoresistive sensors, magnetic tunnel junction sensors, and superconduction quantum interference device. 99 Magnetic measurements offer the advantage of noninvasive data acquisition, giving the chance to perform in vivo measurements of magnetic NPs directly in cultures or tissues. Besides, unlike in electrical and optical measurements, there is a lack of interferences coming from components of biological systems, regarding the magnetic properties. As a consequence, these types of measurements make feasible to perform in vivo detection through the skin in complex biological scenarios.
Quantum dots
Colloidal semiconductor nanocrystals, which also receive the name of quantum dots, are small crystalline particles with sizes ranging from 1 and 100 nm dispersed in a solvent, thanks to the help of a stabilizing ligand on their surface. QDs present fluorescent properties with enormous applicability in the field of sensing and imaging. The size and shape of QDs determine their optical and electrical properties, therefore QD's properties can be engineered by changing the size of the crystals, without need to change the chemical composition. 104 In semiconductors, the gap energy can be understood as the energy required to excite an electron from the valence band to the conduction band (see Figure 3) . As a consequence, this energy gap determines both the absorption of photons capable to excite electrons from the valence band to the conduction band (excitation wavelength) and the fluorescence emitted by the electrons which relax back to the valence band (emission wavelength). The smaller the particle is, the band structure is shifted to higher energy by the quantum confinement effect, 105, 106 hence the emission of an excited electron would be at lower wavelengths. 107 Generally, QDs are composed of an inorganic core, which contains between few hundred to thousands of ensuring a good quantum yield. In order to improve this passivation of QDs, a shell of a second semiconductor is overgrown onto the surface of the first, resulting in the conformation of a core/shell systems. This new type of QDs presents an enhanced fluorescence efficiency and better stability against photo-oxidation. 108 Usually composition of core/shell QDs are expressed as component1@compo-nent2 where component 1 is the material of the core and component 2 the material of the shell. Several materials have been successfully applied in the fabrication of QDs: CdS, 109 CdSe, 109 CdTe, 109 ZnSe, 110 ZnSe, 111 CdSe@ZnS, 112 CdSe@CdS, 113 and so on. In order to be applied in biosensing, QDs need to be functionalized with the specific molecules necessary to perform the specific recognition. For such purpose, QDs should present a coating compatible with the molecules to be anchored onto their surface. These coatings are usually polymers-polyethylene glycol, polysaccharides, and so on-or bifunctional organic molecules, with an anchoring and a functional group at the end of the molecules. 114 Noncovalent conjugation represents an interesting immobilization strategy due to its simplicity, in these approaches biomolecules were attached to the QD surface by electrostatic interaction. Other reported noncovalent binding is based on the modification of the biomolecules with a group that displaces the capping ligand and binds directly to the QD surface, thiol groups being the most extended examples. 115 Moreover, the possibility to conjugate streptavidin on QDs meant the consolidation of QDs as an entity for universal immobilization of biomolecules, thanks to the widely applied immobilization through the streptavidinbiotin method. 116, 117 An important aspect in molecular biology is the understanding of interactions and localizations of different biological components either in in vitro or in in vivo situations. In order to study this, optical labels which allow the direct observation have come to be of special interest for researchers. QDs, thanks to their optical properties, can be successfully applied as labels for sensing and imaging. In fact, QDs present important advantages which make them a good choice compared to traditionally used organic dyes: high quantum yield and molar extinction coefficient, broad absorption with narrow symmetric emission spectra, large effective Stokes shift, high resistance to photobleaching, and high resistance to photo and chemical degradation. 118 QDs have been applied to in vitro sensing as fluorescent and electrochemical label in multiple type of assays. Typically, QDs have been applied as substitutes of the fluorescent labels in traditional assays in regular sandwich assays: direct/indirect, competitive, and so on. Furthermore, QDs can interact with certain molecules in such a way that the resulting fluorescence emission is affected; this modulation can be used with sensing and biosensing purposes. QDs have been extensively applied in detection based on Föster resonance energy transfer (FRET); briefly, it is a phenomenon that takes place between two components. An acceptor is excited due to light absorption, and by FRET process it transfers the energy to the emitter, which reaches an excited state and relaxes the emitting fluorescence (see Figure 4) . Depending on the QDs and the situation, they can act as either donors or acceptors. Modulation of FRET process by action of an analyte is used as the detection principle. Similar detection principles are based on the use of quenchers that fade the fluorescent emission of the QD. The modulation of the quenching activity by the presence of the analyte represents an alternative detection principle.
First example of protein detection using QDs was reported by Chan and Nie and coworkers, 117 and in this Although electrochemical detection of QDs has not reached such a high impact and popularity as fluorescence-based assays, it still represents an interesting and useful approach with regard to its possibilities to be miniaturized and integrated within portable device. 143 Several examples of successful reports can be found in the literature. 122, 144 QDs have also proved their feasibility to be used in electroluminescence (EL) and photoelectrochemistry (PE). 145 Graphene, graphene oxide, and carbon nanotubes These types of carbon nanostructures share an atomic configuration of sp 2 hexagonal networks resulting in one atom thick planar structures, which make them share remarkable properties 146 such as high specific surface area, extraordinary electronic properties, good electron transport capabilities, pliability and impermeability, mechanical strength, and excellent thermal and electrical conductivities. 147, 148 Although they all share the same honeycomb basic atomic disposition (see Figure 5) , their space disposition is different. Graphene presents a planar structure, 149, 150 which is mostly used in the form of flakes since obtaining relatively big continuous structures still remains a challenge. Similar to graphene is GO, which presents oxide groups as characteristic connected to the carbon, disrupting the uniformity of hexagonal network. 23 CNTs are nanoscale tubes made of the same hexagonal carbon network as graphene, and they can be understood as the material obtained when folding a graphene sheet into a cylinder. Making single-walled CNTs is its just a single cylinder of graphene, or a multi-walled CNTs if more than one cylinder are concentrically placed.
The cited carbon nanoallotropes have been applied in biosensing assays in several ways, 151 introducing new properties, enhancing stability, or even generating new functionalities. Thanks to this, they have found their place in several types of biosensors: electrochemical, electro/chemiluminescent, biological field effect transistors (bio-FET), and fluorescence-based biosensors. Depending on the type of measurement, carbon nanomaterials can adopt different roles in the sensing systems; for instance, the enhancement of the electrocatalytic properties of the sensors' transducers by increasing the roughness and active area of the sensor surface, or the enhancement of enzymatic activity. 152 In fluorescence-based bioassays, quenching properties of graphene and GO flakes are widely exploited in order to perform the detection. 23, 153 Graphene QDs are small graphene monolayers (disks) with sizes ranging between 2 and 20 nm. Thanks to their small size, they present quantum confinement effect, which provides them with very interesting optical and electrical properties, in particular, the capability to carry out fluorescent emission. 146, 154 The property contrasts with the quenching properties that present bigger monolayers or ''flakes'' of graphene. 146 It is worth mentioning the particular case of FETs based on graphene or CNTs. Typically, regular FETs (see Figure 6 ) are composed by a source and a drain on a semiconductor substrate connected by a dielectric (channel). Source and drain consist of regions (wells) doped with either n-or p-type dopants. A gate is placed on top of the dielectric. It is through source and drain that the current is injected and collected, respectively. In regular FETs, the flow of charge between source and drain is blocked, the application of a voltage through the gate brings carriers close to the surface, which opens a channel that allows the flow of charge from source to drain. This current flow can be controlled by the potential applied through the gate. Application of FETs for biosensing (BioFETs) has been achieved by carrying out the detection event on the gate surface. Modification of gate's properties due to the sensing process induces modulation in the current between source and drain. 157 This principle can be applied in the fabrication of different devices for biosensing, for instance, Medina-Sánchez and coworkers reported the successful detection of proteins using a BioFET fabricated by InkJet. 158 Graphene and CNTs represent suitable materials for FET sensors, thanks to their zero-energy band gap. Their electronic properties can be changed surface modifications, making it a feasible principle to be applied in detection. 153 In their reduced form, both graphene and CNTs present relatively limited applications due to the strong hydrophobicity. The use of these materials in their oxidized forms has been significantly spread for two main reasons 23, 147 : First, introducing oxygen groups in the structure turn the graphene into more hydrophilic, making it easier to disperse more solvents. Second, oxygen acts as reactive groups to tailor other molecules, giving the possibility to introduce the desired functionalization. 159 However, introducing oxygen groups in the carbon structure generates defects in the uniformity of the carbon lattice, making the resulting structure less planar. 160 In the particular case of electrochemical biosensors, edges and defects in the GO structure introduce points for electron transfer between the electrode and the solution (heterogeneous electron transfer), 153 an interesting property for the electrochemical measurements and electrochemistry studies. In some situations, after taking advantage of the oxygen groups within the carbon lattice, a reduction process of the nanomaterials is performed in order to recover the reduced material and the interesting properties corresponding to the reduced stage. A nice example of this strategy has been reported by Baptista-Pires and coworkers 161 in which GO is printed/transferred on a substrate to later reduce it, this technology can be further applied to fabricate graphene biosensors with all shapes and on several different surfaces (Table 5) .
Nanochannels
Nanochannels and nanopores have emerged as systems inspired by ion channels and pores already found in cell membranes. 185 According to different authors, when the pore depth is much larger than the diameter, the resulting structure will be considered nanochannel. Pores with diameters within 1 and 100 nm are considered nanopores, as long as the pore diameter is larger than the depth. 22, 185 These pore and channel elements found in nature act as ''smart gates'' in charge of transport of specific molecules across biological membranes. This transport mechanism across barriers allows the cell to control a steady-state situation and the presence of certain molecules inside and outside of the cell. This principle of transport control easily caught the attention of researchers, and its applicability to sensing was rapidly accepted. 186 The fundamental sensing using nanochannels is based on the Coulter counter concept, 187,188 when a microscopic particle enters through a mchannel, a change in the electrical conductance would be recorded as electric current pulse. This electric pulse can be correlated with the nature and properties of the particle and used to make quantification of the number of particles. Furthermore, since changes introduced by the presence of an analyte in the channels or pores can also be read by optical means, optical reading (fluorescence, interferometry, SPR, etc.) represents an alternative to electrical measurements. Initially most of the works were driven by the development of sensors for DNA detection, mainly due to the possibility to perform direct DNA sequencing while the DNA strain is traveling in a linear conformation through the pore/ channel (Figure 7) . 189, 190 Biological nanopores and nanochannels found in nature are not only made of organic materials but also embedded in lipid bilayers, becoming especially susceptible to deterioration when subject to certain harsh conditions such as pH, temperature, mechanical stress, and so on. 191 Much effort has been applied with the aim to create reproducible, stable, and robust solid-state nanopores/nanochannels, for the application in sensing; 192 nevertheless, biological nanopores/nanochannels present some properties against which synthetic cannot compete yet. 193 With this aim, several nanoporebased sensors have been developed. 194 For instance, Singer and his team reported the detection and sequencing of DNA using a nanopore-based device, where the pore has been performed in a free-standing silicon nitride membrane with a silicon chip as the frame. 195 Unfortunately, the real applicability of single pore devices for analysis is limited by the fabrication procedures. Every single reproduction of the device requires long and tedious clean room procedures, with several time-consuming and expensive steps. Furthermore, the signals that can be achieved with such small devices require very specific and sophisticated instrumentation.
In order to overcome the above-cited drawbacks, nanochannel arrays emerged as a feasible solution, setting a new line of nanochannel/nanopore-based biosensors. First, the array global result can be understood as the parallel and simultaneous behavior of all the single channels, 196 hence the small signal coming from a single channel is magnified as the sum of all channels in the array generating a larger signal easier and more feasible to read. Second, the device fabrication of a bigger area with an array of channels represents an easier and more feasible alternative that can be performed through conventional chemistry procedures in contrast with the equipment and facilities necessary for single pore/channel fabrication. Most common and popular material for making these nanochannel arrays is the anodized aluminum oxide.
The simplest and most straightforward application of solid-state nanochannels arrays in biosensing is their integration/coupling with conventional electro transducer surfaces. The parameter measured is the electrochemical response generated by electroactive species (redox indicators) that are able to diffuse through the channel and reach the transducer surface. When the analyte is captured by the ligands immobilized on the walls of the nanochannels, the assembly formed prevents the electroactive species from reaching the transducer surface, thus decreasing the electrochemical signal read by the sensor. An important issue to take into account is the fact that the achievable signal change is related to the blocking capabilities of the analyte once captured by the ligand immobilized on the nanochannel array. The bulkier the analyte is, or more electrostatic repulsion with the electroactive indicator has, the more sensitive the system will be (Figure 8 ).
In some cases, direct contact of certain molecule or components in the sample may interfere or foul the sensing surface disrupting the measurement; solid-state nanochannel detection by the very principle of detection offer the possibility to be used as a barrier protecting the electrode acting as filtering platform avoiding possible interferences caused by different components in the sample medium, for instance, de la Escosura-Muñiz reported the measurement biomarkers in untreated blood samples, thanks to the filtering effect of the nanochannel arrays toward red blood cells, preventing them from reaching the transducer surface and hence avoiding the interference in the measurement. 198 Besides the electrochemical-based sensing using nanochannels, optical ways of detection represent a feasible approach for nanochannel-based sensing. It is possible, thanks to the characteristic response of the nanochannel arrays when exposed to light. The presence of biomolecules on the surface of the nanochannels may alter the interaction and hence shift the light emission pattern 199 ; fluorescence and photoluminescence, surface plasmon resonance, surface-enhanced Raman scattering, interference spectroscopy, and so on. 22, 199 Nanopore/nanochannel-based sensing offers several new possibilities to study biomolecules with interest in clinics, although most expectations are still focused on the possibility to perform real-time sequencing of nucleic acids and peptides, several interesting approaches for biosensing have been successfully proved and reported (Table 6 ).
Conclusions
Despite being launched decades ago, amperometric glucose meter and lateral flow pregnancy tests remain the most commercialized biosensors. 29 Back in 2008, glucose meter meant just by itself 85% of the total biosensor market, 29, 211 and still new glucose meters are being developed and launched; for instance, Abbott in fall 2015 launched a patch-based sensor for continuous monitoring of glucose in blood, 212 by the same time Dexcom launched a similar device for continuous glucose monitoring in blood. 213 Yet, it is important not to neglect the traditional stick-based glucose meters already discussed and described in the literature. 29 Furthermore, other successful biosensors for other small analytes and biomarkers have been developed and commercialized. Nevertheless, despite all the achievements there is still a strong demand for affordable POC biosensors in order to carry out a close monitoring of certain biomarkers, with a special focus on the cancer biomarker. 214 Hence, simple and cheap devices that can be used by nontrained personnel in nonspecialized facilities are strongly desired.
Nanomaterials represent new source of alternatives to be applied in biosensing devices; they can enhance several aspects of the performance of the biosensor, for instance, improve the sensitivity, increase stability and shelf life, achieve better signal to noise ratio, better time of response, and so on. In the same line, they are potential candidates for reducing fabrication costs, allowing to develop costeffective sensing devices compared to the current alternatives of detection, 215 furthermore, the possibility to develop small compact devices. Unfortunately, an issue that limits the development and application of nanobiosensors in real life is related to the safety and toxicity regarding nanomaterials, their composition, and particular properties. 216 There is still a controversial discussion which requires more studies related to these materials and their effects.
In recent years, several biosensors taking advantage of nanomaterials have been reported, generating a huge amount of published literature. The interesting issue is the practical and useful point of view given to all this research, looking for devices with potential applicability and the aim of solving real problems. However, many of the developed sensing strategies are rather complicated; and despite representing a solution to a problem, they do not solve it in the practical way needed to be an interesting alternative to other already available possibilities. Therefore, some of them do not represent a feasible approach to be easily brought to a commercial sensor. This is shown by the lack of attention regarding the time of response and time of operation of new reported biosensing techniques. Despite being crucial parameters of any biosensor applied in any real situation, they are not often described, the LOD and linear range of response still being the main focus of attention. An important and successful application of nanomaterials in biosensors is the nanopore-based portable sequencing device launched by Nanopore, 217 in which the nanopores introduce a new functionality instead of just substituting or enhancing already existing properties. Most applied biosensors for commercial purposes are based on electrochemical transductors, mainly due to their advantages (low cost, simple equipment, easy to fabricate, strong signal etc.) and their suitability to successfully develop a device ready for commercialization. 29 Finally, new frontiers for biosensing are still focused on the integration of sensing systems with technology already available in common everyday life, allowing the patient or healthy individual to carry out certain tests themselves and incorporate this data to their own record. 29 A tremendous number of possibilities rely on the use of the huge potential that smartphones offer, 218 from optical reading of QDsbased test 219 and LFIAs 220 to electrochemical reading. 221 
